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R.ight handed mal-e subjects repeated aloud a passage of
prose presented to one ear, whil-e homophones \^rere presented

to the unattended ear. The homophones were paired with

words which suggested either their less conmon ("easy pREy")

or their more conmon ("minister PRAY") meaning. HaIf of t.he

homophones from each of these two groups were followed by a

presentation of 107 dB white noise. Subjects heard the

unattended homophones in either the left or the right ear.

After the dichotic presentations, recognition of homophones

and spelling of homophones were tested.

It was hypot.hesízed, first., that subjects would spell the

versj-on of the homophones previously presented. ft was

expected that homophones present.ed with the white noise

would not be spelled, but that the complementary meaning

woul-d be spelled. It was predicted that these effects would

be observed without subjects' recognitíon of the presented

homophones. These effect.s were expected only when the

unattended homophones were presented to the Left ear, and

not when they were presented to the right ear.

The results obtained from the procedures did not support

the hypotheses forwarded" It is suggested from these

results that phenomena such as implicit memory (Graf &

Schacter, 1985) and memory for unattended words (Eich, 1,984)

may be too subtle for the present design to have produced"
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A-bstract



Unattended Presentation and Punishment Effects
on Recognition and Spelling of Homophone Units

The notion of an unconscious mind, or more colJ-oquial1y,

"the unconscious", is popularly associated with clinical,
psychodynamic psychology. Embraced by Freud, the notion of
unconscious processes of the mind was a central- tenet to an

ent.ire enduring school- of psychology. This notion, on the

other hand, has been unpalatable t.o behavioristic,

Remembering without Awareness?
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experimentally oriented psychologrists, who represent a

school of thought which has come to prominence in psychology

(Shevrin & Dickman, 1-980). More recently, it appears that a

renaissance has come about for the notion of unconscious

processes, and t.hat the current proponents of this construct

are producing empirical results to support, it. The

realization amongi these experimental psychologists is that
there are cognitive processes which occur outside of
reportable awareness (Marce1, 1983a, l-983b; Nisbett &

Wilson, 1,97'7; Shevrin & Dickman, l-980 ¡ Za)onc, 1-980) "

This statement is controversial. First, it is difficult
to define "consciousness" and similar terms such as

"awareness" or "unconscj-ous". Second, the suggestion that
cognit.ive processes can, and do, occur outside of reportabLe

awareness invol-ves another Level of controversy, which is to

be the main focus of the following discussion" Empirical

evidence will- be reviewed which addresses the independence
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of cognitive processes and reportable ai^iareness. It. is
necessary to demonstrate that cognitive, and especially
memory, functions may operate without conscious mediat.ion.

An operational definion of "conscious" is needed for
clarity in the current discussion. A few definitions have

been provided by researchers in t.he area. Marcel (1-983b)

asserts that the primary criterion of a definition of

awareness is reference to the phenomenological- aspect. of

consciousness: our ability to observe our own behaviors,

both mental and physical-. Another important aspect of his

definition, and perhaps a corollary of the first., is that
consciousness pertains to volition, "the ability to base

intentional, categorical action upon a perceptual (or

imaginal) experience" (Marcel, 19I3b, p. 240) .

Martin (1980) defines awareness as "a class of brain

behaviors that are operationally defined by the degree to
which they are symbolically expressible" (pp. 7-8).

Martin's definition differs from Marcel-'s in at l-east two

respects. First., it is an operational definition anchored

in human behavior, albeit behavi,or which is only indirectly
observable through mental, vocalr or other symbolization.

The second difference is that Martin descrl"bes awareness as

on a continuum rather than as something that. ls either
present or absent. This view al-lows that one may be

partially aware of an event, objectr or even one's own

behavior. For example, if one grimaces at the sight of some
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object (a symbolic expression of some negative affect) but
vocally expresses no remembrance of doing so, it may be said
that the individual was in fact aware of the object, but

only partiarJ-y so. certainly it is awareness which does not

require mental- or vocar symbolization. Awareness in this
situation is the extent to which the individual acted upon

some contingency, and was not acting in a purely random

manner.

A synthesis of these two seemingly incompatíble

definitions is made possibre by referring to Martin's (r-980)

use of the term "reportabre awareness." The definitions put

forward by Martin (1980) and Marcel (1983b) agree that there

are cognitive processes on which an individuat is able to
report. The term "reportable awareness" retains a

phenomenologj-cal aspect, buL operationalizes consciousness

in behavioral- terms. For the purpose of the present

discussion, the term "consciousness" wil-1 be equated with
verbally reportabre ar^¡areness. rt is recoqnized that this
definition is l-imited in its scope, but it will_ be used in
the present discussion for the sake of consistency.

The nature of the cognitive processes which may occur

without reportable awareness is far from c1ear. Rather,

there have been numerous perspectives in the history of the

issue. For example, early theorists in the area of
selective attention indicated that multiple stimuli
impinging upon an individual received only peripheral
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sensory analysis before one stimul-us was chosen for further
processing (Duncan, 1980; Shevrin & Dickman, 1980) . This

conservative view of pre-attentive processing \¡ras challenged

by later evidence (Lewis, L970; Marcel, 1983a) . Several_

researchers concluded, ín fact, that the meaning of stimuli
may be analyzed to some extent without reportabre awareness

of the stimul-i. Other researchers carry this conclusion

beyond the scope of perceptual processes indicatíng that an

experience with a stimul-us may be recorded in memory without

reportable awareness of t.hat stimul-us (e.9., Graf & Mandler,

1984; Graf & Schacter, 1-985). This recording has been

termed implicit memory, revealed as the facilitated
performance of a task which occurs without requiri-ng

conscious recol-lection of a learning experience (Graf &

Schacter, l-985, p. 501-) . Priming of a word, the facilitated
performance on a task as a funct.ion of prior exposure to
that. word, may occur without an individual, s ability to
recoqnize or recall the prior episode; this would be

evidence of implicit memory. MateriaL which can be summoned

from memory and reported by an individual is described as

being in expl-ícit memory (Graf & Schacter, 1985, p. 50i_) .

RecalI and recognition tasks woul-d access explicit. memory.

The current discussion will review studies which address

perceptual processes which occur wit.hout reportable

awareness of stimul-i but which influence behavíor and

studies which address implicit memory for stimuli which are
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studies but which are not later accessable by recal-I or

recognition. AJ-though the distinction drawn between

impticit memory and explicit memory is somewhat artificíaI,
it all-ows a conceptual framework upon which experimental-

hypotheses may be presented.

Semanti-c Analvsis lVithout Reoortable Awarenes.q

Marcel (l-983a) presented a series of visual masking

experiments in an effort to dismiss what he termed the

"Identity Assumption." This is the assumption, held

implicitly by many perception researchers, that "the
represent.ations which constitute conscious experience are...
the very same ones that are derived and used in sensory and

motor processes" (p. l-98) . From his results, Marcel reasoned

t.hat semant.ic processing of visual information may occur

without reportable ar¡rareness. Eor example, it. was found

that lexical- decision time (the reaction time ín indicatíng
whether or not a st.ring of l-etters constitutes an English

word) was reduced when a target word was preceded by a

masked word associated with the target word, as compared to

the situation in which the target word was preceded by an

unassociated masked word. That is, a subject would not be

able to identify a word which was masked, or whether in fact

a word had preceded the mask. However, a significant
priming effect would occur if the masked word which preceded

the target word (e"9", PALM) was associated to the target
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word upon which lexical decision was to be made (e.g.,

HAND), relative to the l-exical decision time when a

non-associated masked word (e.9., TREE) preceded the target.
Moreover, this difference in reaction time increased as the

number of masked presentations was increased from 1 to 20.

It is important to note that the increased frequency of

masked stimulus present.ations did not increase subjects,

frequency of detection of the presence of the st.imul-us word

preceding the pattern mask. Rather, when subjects were

asked to indicate (with a push button response) whether or

not stimul-us words preceded the pattern mask presentations,

the probabitity of correctly responding remained at or near

chance levels (Marcel , 1,983a, experiment 5) .

Marcel concluded that pattern maskíng does not interfere
with the semantic processing of visual information per sêr

but that it interferes with the ability to report on the

prod.uct of visual processingr. That is, reportable awareness

is not necessary for the processing of the meaning of visual
stimuli. As well, reportable awareness is not a necessary

consequence of perceptual processing; repeated presentat.ions

of a stimulus facilitated a priming effect without

increasing subjects' awareness of that stl-mulus" It appears

that consciousness is, to some extent,, functionalJ-y

independent of antecedent perceptual processes. This

conclusíon is supported by Fowler, Wolford, Sl-ade, and

Tassinary (l-981) , who used Marcef 's (1"983a) procedure and



reported simil-ar f índings.

Lewis (1970) presented to the right ear of each of his

subjects a series of words which were t.o be repeated aloud

and verbatim without error. This procedure is termed

shadowing. In the other ear, synchronized wit.h the shadowed

stimuli, \^rere other words which were to be unattend.ed. Some

of these words were synonymous with their shadowed mate.

Lewis found that the reaction time for these shadowed. words

\^ras longer as compared t.o the words not paired with

synonyms. He concl-uded that the meanings of the unattended

words were being processed. This processing occurred in
addition to the processing demands already placed on the

individual to shadow the attended l-ist. The delay in
reaction time, he reasoned, was an effect of momentary

overtaxing of t.he individual's overal-l processing capacity.

Lewis' (1,970) conclusions are theoretically significant
in at least two respects. First, they support Marcelrs

(1983a) conclusi-on that reportable awareness of stimuli may

be
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independent of semantic perceptual processing. Lewis,

subjects were not able to identify any of the unattended

stimuli although they r¡Iere infl-uenced by them" Second,

these findings suggest that Marcel's observation of a

division between perceptual processes and reportable

awareness generalizes beyond visual perception and is

evident in auditory perception as well-"
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Other procedures have dramatically il-l-ustrated that the

meaningi of the stimuli to which an individual attends can be

infl-uenced by unattended informatíon. Lackner and Garrett

(L972) had subjects listen to ambiguous target sentences

(e.9., "the spy put out the torch...") in a dichotic

listening procedure. In the unattended ear, other sentences

were presented which either biased the meaning of the target

sentence ("the spy extinguished the torch...") or were

unrelated to the target sentence. In these paired

presentations, the target sentence preceded the other

sentence by approximately half a second, and was 5 to 10 dB

louder t.han the other sentence. Ear of presentation was

counter-balanced, and no effect of ear of presentation was

found. It r^ras each subject's task to paraphrase the

attended ambiguous sentence and to begin that paraphrase

before the sentence was completed. Subjects were able to

comply with these procedures. It was found t.hat subjects

coul-d not identify the content of the unattended channel and

that they were not aware that the attended sentences were

ambiguous. However, they tended to resol-ve the ambiguities

in line with the meaninq of the biasing sentencesr âs

compared to a baseline of typical, unbiased int.erpretations

of the ambiguous sentences. This finding is consistent with

Lewis' (]-970) and Marcel's (1983a) conclusions that

automatic semantic processing may occur without reportable

awareness of stimuli. Lackner and Garrett's study seems to
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buil-d on this conclusion, illustrating that the informatj-on

which becomes expressed as reportable knowledge does not

have to be available for reportabre aÌ^¡areness. Their study,

among others (Motley & Baars, 1,976; Nisbett ç Wil_son, lglT),
therefore supports and extends Lewis, (L970) findings.
Impl-icit and Explicit Memorv in Amnesics

The most obvious quarity of an organic amnesic disorder
such as Korsakoff's syndrome is a dissociation apparent. in
memory. That is, only a part of memory is compromised.

Speech remains intact, and short term memory remains

functional- (Baddely, 1982). The nature of the d.eficit which

exists with this amnesia is less obvious. A distinction
applied t.o the amnesic syndrome which appears to have some

utility 1n describing the memory deficit (Schacter &

Tulving, 1982) is Tulving, s (I972) psychological model of
episodic memory and semantic memory (Kinsbourne & Wood,

L915; Kinsbourne & Wood, 1,982) . Tulvíng, s categories are

intended to label long term memory systems which store

information about time rel,ated events and temporal-spat,iar

relations (episodic memory), or which store the "cognitive
referents" of perceptual processes, especially those

required for use of language (semantic memory; Tulving,

L972) . The distinction seems to have become firmly
entrenched in theoretical discussions concerning amnesic

disorders (Jacoby, 1982; Kinsbourne & Wood, 1982; Schacter &

Tulving, 1982) " In terms of this categorization, it appears
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that individual-s with organic amnesia are deficient with
regard to episodic memory but retain semantic memory.

Empirical- findings support the episodic-semantic

distinction with regard to organic amnesia. Jacoby and

wit.herspoon (r982) found that amnesics spelled. homophones so

as to denote previously presented meanings of the homophones

(e.9., "musical instrument that employs a REED"), although

they coul-d not reliably indicate in a later recognit.ion task

the words which had been presented to them.

Schacter, Harbluk, and Mclachan (l-984) report the

occurrence of source amnesia in some amnesic individuals, a

phenomenon not unlike that reported by Jacoby and

Witherspoon. Patients were able to respond correctly to
quest.ion prompts concerning prevj-ously presented facts but

were unable to identify the source of the factual knowred.ge.

This phenomenon was termed "source amnesia." The

significance of this occurence is that it is evidence of the

learning of new semantic associations which may be apparent.

in impliclt memory but not in explicit memory.

Graf and Schacter (1985) report an associative effect in
implicit memory for unrelated word pairs. As a study task,

amnesic patients used word pairs j-n meaningful sentences.

In a later word completion task, a few letters of t.he second

word of each pair was presented, and was cued either by the

original first word of the pair (same context), or by a

different word (different context) " It was found that more
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of these target words r^rere reproduced in the word completion

task than could be accounted for by chance " It was al-so

found that more of these target words were completed when

preceded by the word they had been paired wit.h in the study

task than when preceded by a different word. That is, these

findings suggest that primíng of the target words occurred,

as Jacoby and Witherspoon (1,982) had observed, but al-so that
an associative connection developed between word pairs

during the study task. As the patients coul-d not explicitly
recal-l the word pai-rs which were used in the study task, the

associative connection was apparently registered j-n impticit
memory.

The evidence with patient.s with organic amnesia suggests

that retention of semantic information may be demonstrated

wit.hout reportable awareness and that learning of

associations may occur without reportable awareness of t.he

learning episode. This is certainly different than a naive

picture of amnesics "forgetting everything" and supports the

distinction between implicit and explicit. memory.

Implicit and Explicit memorv in Non-amnesics

Evidence indicates that the dissociation of memory in
amnesics may al-so become apparent in normal memory

functioning and is therefore not entirely a function of

memory pathology. A number of st.udies have sought to

produce amnesic phenomena in normal individuals to see what
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sÍmilarities may exist between amnesic and normal

populations (e.9. , Graf , Mandl-er, & Haden, 1982) . The

studies to be discussed in this section have been divided. to
consider effects in implicit and explicit memory first for
single words as stimuli and then for word. pairs as stimuli.
These are considered separately because the evidence

demonstrates that different effect.s can be found with the

different stimul-i. This difference has been attributed to
t.he learning of associative connections between words.

fmpl-i-cit and expl-icit memory for single words. The most

significant finding from the literature to be reviewed is
that single words may be primed in tasks which demonstrate

implicit memory and that these effects are often independent

of performance on tests of explicit memory" While this has

been found with individuals with organic amnesia, Graf et

aI. (1982) sought to qeneralize this finding to a normal

population. Graf et al. presented subjects with a list of

conmon words to memoríze" The two tests of retention were a

word completion task, where the first three letters of

t.arget words r¡rere presented among other prefix stems (i.e.,

"DEF_" for "DEFEND") to be completed as words, and cued

recall. When subjects studied the target words for
graphemic qualities of the words (such as number of vowels),

recall for these words was low (88 of the target words were

recalled) . On word completion, however, target words r^rere
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reproduced more frequent.ly (288 of sLems were completed as

study words) . This is in contrast to a base rate of word.

completion (i.e., "correct" completion of conLrol words

which had not been previously presented) of 6å. Performance

on the word completion task, which demonstrated an impticit
remembering of the studied words, exceeded performance on

recall, a task which díd involve explicit rememberíng of the

studied words.

Tulving, Schacter, and Stark (L982) found that the

completion of graphemic word fragments (e.9., "_YS_RY" as

"MYSTERY") was significantly primed one hour after target
words had been st.udied. This priming effect endured seven

days Later such that word completion performance did not

decrease with elapsed time. In contrast, recognition

performance (that is, recogniti on of words as items

presented during the study task) decreased from one hour to

seven days after study, with performance initiall-y above

that of fragment completion t.o performance well below it.
Graf and Mandler (1984) provide additional support for

the notion that implicit memory tasks can be primed. They

demonstrated t.hat priming may be effected even by a study

task in which tarqet words are analyzed for graphemic

qualities unrelated to their meanings. Moreover, they

provided an important demonstration that the differences

cited for implicit and explicit memory tasks are not related

to the difficul-ty of the task demands" Rather, they
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provided evidence that different t.est instuctions with

identical testíng cues led to differences in performance

(i.e., reproduction of target words). Graf and Mandler

presented subjects one set of prefix stems in both word

completion and cued recal-I. fn word completion,

instructions i¡/ere given t.o "compJ-ete each cue with the fírst
word that comes to mind. "

subjects were instructed to use the cue to help to "recal-I
the words from the presented list" (l-984, p. 563) . Vüords

which had been studied for their graphemic structure were

reproduced significantly more often in word complet.ion than

they were in cued recaLl-" Thus, the target. words were

primed, and reproduction of them did not require reportable

awareness of the study situation. As we1l, thj-s priming

occurred without subjects' intentional analysis of t.he

meanings of the words. Finally, the nature of t.he demands

on memory in the task, and not the difficulty of the task,

led to the difference in performance on word completion and

cued recal.l-.

Jacoby and Dallas (1-981) demonstrated that words

presented in a study task could prirne the perceptual

recognition of those words in a masking procedure. Two

tests measured subjects' retention of the presented items,

recognition and what these researchers termed "perceptual

recognition." In this l-atter task, letter strings were

presented briefly to subjects and were followed by a masking

In the cued reca1l task,
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st.imul-us. Sub jecLs were required to name the word whích was

presented. These researchers reported a sj-gnificant priming

effect in perceptual recognit.ion performance and this effect
was independent of the leveL of conscious recognition of the

word as a studied item" While this study addressed

perceptual or attentional (Johnston & Dark, 1-986) processes,

its findings are consistent with the results from other

studi-es currently under discussion which would consider this
effect evidence of implicit memory.

Priming of words ín an implicit memory task has aLso been

demonstrated in tasks which prevented reportable ar^¡areness

of the items. Eich (1984) extended Jacoby and Witherspoon,s

(1982) findlngs with amnesics to a normal student

population. Sub jects repeated al-oud an essay which t.hey

heard presented to one ear. fn the other ear were presented

homophones, in a context which biased the less common

interpretation/spe1ling (e.9., easy-PREY) . Subjects could

not reliably indicate in a l-ater recognition test the words

which had been presented in the unattended present.ation. A

significant infl-uence of bias in t.he unattended present.ation

was found on the spelLing testr âs subjects tended to spell
the less common spellings of biased homophones " The

meanings of the homophones were registered in memory without

the subjects' ability to report on the homophones they had

heard "

A variabl-e which has received attention in a number of
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studies is the processing requirements during study.

Eraborative processing tasks draw attention to the meaning

of the stimul-us word and have incl-uded ratings of riking for
a word (Graf et â1., 1982; Graf & Mandler, 1984), ratings of
t.he abst.ractness or meaningfulness of a word (Graf &

Mandrer, 1'984), or responding to questions about the meaning

of a particular word (Jacoby & Da11as, 1981_) . Structural
processi-ngr tasks have the subject attend to features of the
printed word and have included eval-uatíng number of vowers

(Graf et âf., 1"982; Graf & Mandler, L984) , identifying
vowels present (Jacoby & DaLLas, 1,981), or considering

graphemic qualities of the word, such as intersecting lines
or enclosures (Graf & Mandler, L984). These two classes of
processing during a study phase have consistently produced

different levels of performance in tasks revealing explicit
memory, where recall or recognition are augment.ed when study

words are elaboratively processed. This effect is not

surprising (see Craik & Lockhart, 1-972) . ft is a surprising
but consistent finding that these different. processing tasks

do not have a differential effect on tasks which reveal

implicit memory. Graf and Mandler (1984) tested subject.s,

retention of study l-ist words in word completion and. then

cued recall-, where identical cues were used and only

inst.ructions differentiated the tasks" Significant priming

effects in word completion were found but were not dependent

on the nature of the processing task during the study phase
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(i.e., elaborative versus structural processing). No

significant difference in level of reproduction of target
words b/as found between target words which hrere

el-aborativeJ-y studied and target words which were

structurally processed. fn contrast, efaborated study l-ist
words were reproduced in cued recall more frequently than

t.hey were reproduced in the word completion task"

Structuraj-ly processed study list words were reproduced in
cued recall- less frequentJ-y than they were reproduced in the

word completion task" Thus, a dramatic dissociation between

implicit and explicit memory becomes apparent when

considering the processing requirements of the study task.
Explicit memory appears to be highly influenced by the type

of processing which goes on during study, while words in
implicit memory would appear to be registered, or rat.her,

activated (since these are common words which presumabJ_y

have some pre-existing representation in memory; Graf &

Schacter, 1-985) somewhat automatically"

A variable which is orthogonal to the processing

requirements of the study task is repetition of stimuli
during the study task" Jacoby and Datlas (1981) and Graf

and Mandler (1984) bot.h report significant effects due to

repeated presentations of words during learning" Jacoby and

Dall-as indicate that performance on both implicit and

explícit memory tasks increased with increased number of

presentations of the target stimuli during t.he study phase.
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Recognition performance exceeded perceptual recognition
performance, t.hat. is, studied words r¡rere reproduced more

frequently in a recognition test than when l-etter strinqs
i^,Ìere to be named as words. However, performances on these

two tasks were parallel: reproduction of the studied words

on both tasks increased as a function of increased number of
presentations during the study task. This evidence suggests

that while automatic activation of implicit memory may

occur, it is not fu1ly activated wit.h a single presentation

of a word. Rather, wit.h repeated exposures, activatj-on may

increase. Exposure may include a subject's own production

of a word, as in a cued recal-I task preceding word

completion (Graf & Mandler, 1984). It is not cl_ear from

these studies whether a simil-ar process of activation
underlies both the effects found with regard to explicit.
memory and those found in implicit memory. Considering

ot.her differences which exist between these t.wo types of
memory, this assumption seems unlikely.

The effect of delayed test.ing after a study phase has

been investigated by t.wo researchers who report contrasting
resul-ts " As report.ed above, Tulving et al" (L982) f ound

that completion of graphemic word fragment,s was

significantly primed at both one hour and seven days after
presentation of the study words; no significant decrease in
performance was observed" Recognition performance did

decrease over time" At one hour after the study task,
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studied words were reproduced in recognii.ion testing more

frequently than they were reproduced in fragment completion.

At seven days after the study task, studied words were

recogni-zed less frequently than they were reproduced in
fragment completion. Graf and Mandler (1994) fail-ed to
replicate this finding with stem completion, reporting a

decrease in implicit memory performance over delays of O I

20, and 90 minutes. They reported that this difference
could be explained in terms of the task demands of word

fragment completion in contrast with their own word stem

completion task. That ís, a word fragment cues a unigue,

specific study word (e.9., " E_D L M" cues "PENDULUM"),

whereas a word stem may cue several_ alternati-ves and

competinq responses to the study word (e.g., "DEF_" as

"DEFEND", "DEFEAT", "DEFECT", etc.). The relati-ve strength
of activation of the correct response relatj_ve to the

strength of act.ivation of these competing alternative
responses would probably l-ead to decreased production of the

correct response on this particular task"

While this explanat.ion resoLves the apparent d.iscrepancy

between Tulving et al-. (1,982) and Graf and Mandler (LgBAlr ,

the parameters of impricit. memory with regard to performance

after delayed testing are not made clear"

A number of researchers have indicated that the

performance of implicit and explicit memory tasks may be

independent. While this seems somewhat apparent from
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studies which have been described, a few researchers have

demonstrated this independence statistically. Tulving et
ar. (1'982) found that the joint probability of word fragment

compretion and recognition was not higher than the product

of t.he simple probabilíties; that is, one did not occur

systematicarry with the other. Eich used thís procedure and.

found equivalent results with regard to recognition and

spelling of biased homophones. As weIl, he used a

chi-square statistic to measure the degree of dependence

between recognition and spelling bias and failed to find a

significant effect. These demonstrations of statist.ical
independence add further support to the distinction which

has been drawn between implicit and explicit memory.

fmpl-icit and expl-icit memory for word pairs. To

recapitulate, research will next be díscussed which

addresses implicit and explicit. memory for word pairs" The

most sigrnificant finding from this body of research is that
associatj-ons between words may be l-earned and may influence
impricít memory tasks independently of recal1 or recoginÍtion

of the learning epj-sode.

Graf and Schacter (1985) found t.hat word palrs presented

to individuars wit.hout memory ímpalrment became associated

in a study task. This association primed later performance

on word completion, a task which demonstrates implicit,
memory" Subjects analyzed the word pairs by comparing
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vowels ín the words whích made up each pair. Their

retention of the word pairs was l-ater tested in cued recall
and in word completion, where prefix stems of the second.

word. of each studied pair were presented. As Graf and

Mandrer (1984) found, presentation of the target words in a

Lask which did not emphasize their meanings led to word.

completion performance which exceeded. recall performance.

Graf and schacLer found this effect with word stems cued by

the word they were paired with during t.he vowel comparison

task (same context) and with word stems cued with words

other than the word they were paired with during the vowel

comparison task (different context). No significant
difference was found in word compretion performance as a

function of same or different context during testing. A

dissocíation in memory was apparent which is consistent with
the findings presented concerning implicit and explicit
memory for single words as stimul-i.

The notion of contextr âs described above, has been a

point of contention among researchers (Carro1 & Kirsner,

L982; Graf & Schacter, 1985; McKoon & Ratcliff, LgTg; Neely

& Durgunoglu, 1985). McKoon and Ratcliff (L979) had

subjects study pairs of unrelated words" They then tested
subjects' retention of the word pairs in a lexical declslon

making task. They reported that the newly learned

associations between the unrelated words led to a

significant priming effect in l-exical- decision making when
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iarget. words were preceded by their maLes from the study

task. This priming effect occurred in terms of shortened

response time for deciding whether a string of letters
constituted a real- word. McKoon and Ratcriff concruded that
this priming effect in lexical decision making indicates the

formation during a st.udy task of an association between

unrelated words which is registered in semantic memory.

Others, however, have fail-ed to find this priming effect
using similar procedures. Carrol and. Kj-rsner (LgB2) , for
inst.ance, found that the study of the word. pairs facil-itated
recognit.ion performance, but did not facilitate lexicaL

decision makíng. This was found both when target words were

cued by the word they were paired with during the study task
(same context) and when target words were cued wíth words

other than the word they r,'rere paired with during the stud.y

task (different context). This l_atter finding was aLso

reported by Neely and Durgunoglu (1-985), who used procedures

similar to carrol and Kirsner's. The imprication of these

studies is that the associative effect did not occur in
implicit. memory.

McKoon and Ratcliff (1-986a) presented further evidence to
strengthen their original posi-tion. Focusing on t.he brief
time that they found was required for a newly learned

associate to prime its pair, they suggested that awareness

of the learning episode could not be a mediati-ng variabl-e in
the effect" This suqqests that the associative effect was
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in fact mediated in implicit memory. Tha-.. is, the effect
occured with an interstimulus interval which was too brief
to al-low a strategic recol_Iection of the epi_sode of
Iearning. Moreover, Carro] and Kirsnerrs (1982) failure to
find a significant priming effect in impJ-icit memory after
subjects studied target words is weak evidence besid.e

demonstrations of significant priming effects (Jacoby &

Dallas, L981,; McKoon & Ratcliff, 1,979) .

confricting results have been found with regard to the
effect of context in ímplicit memory for word pairs. As

reported earlier, Graf and schacter (1985) found that word

completion performance exceeded cued recall performance

after a vowel comparison task. No difference was found

between completion of word stems cued by the word they were

paired with during the vowel comparison task (same context)

and complet.ion of word stems cued with words other than the

word t.hey r¡rere paired with during the vowel comparison task
(different. context). fn contrast to this, both McKoon and

Ratcliff (1979) and Graf and schacter (l-985, using patients
with organic amnesia) found that target words which were

cued by the word they had been paired with during an

elaborative study task (same context) were primed relatíve
to target words which were cued by a word other than the one

with which it was paired during study (different context).
This facilitative effect was the basis of t.hese researchers,

conclusi-ons that an associative l-ink was learned between
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paired words. Thus one set of result.s indicates no

difference due to context in testj_ng, whil-e the other set

demonstrates a facilitatj-ve effect of reproducing in testj-ng

the same context as was in the study task.

Graf and Schacter (1985) resol_ved this discrepancy by

demonstrating the importance of the processj-ng requirements

of t.he study task. Their resuLts appear to indicate that
the association of two words which has a facilitative effect
in implicit memory is l-earned through stud.y of the words

which emphasizes their meanj-ngs. This association does not

appear to be l-earned j-n study tasks which focus on the
graphic quarities of the words. Graf and schacter (199s)

presented unrelated word pairs to subjects in a study task
which required either elaborat.ive processing of the words'

(constructing a meaningful sentence using those words) or

vowel comparison between the two words. As reported.

earlier, words from the vowel comparison task were primed ín
word completion and no significant differences occurred as a
function of having the same or different context in testing
as in the study task" For the semantj-cally processed. word.

pairs which were tested in a different context, the ]evel of
word completion was similar to the lever of word completlon

of structurally processed word pairs " That is, no

significant difference in word completion Ì^ras found among'

structuratly processed target words which were tested in the

same context as in the study task, structurally processed
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target words which were tested in a different context than

that in the study task, and semant.ically processed target
words which were tested in a different context than that of
the study task. Al-l- of these words were reproduced. more

frequently in word completion than in cued recal-l_. fn

contrast to these words, semantical-]y processed words which

were cued in testing by the same words which had preced.ed

them during the study task were reproduced significantly
more frequently on word completion. Thus a significant
i-nteraction was found between the variables "context of
testing" and "processing requirements during study." Graf

and Schacter reported that the advantage given to a

semant.j-catly processed word by a return in testing to the

context of study indicated an associative effect between

previousry unrerated words. They arso emphasized that this
effect was mediated in implicit memory.

. Graf & schacter (1985) found that cued recall performance

also increased as a funct.ion of elaborative processing,

which should be expected (Craik & Lockhart, 1972) . This

finding raised the question for Graf and Schacter as to
whether explicit recal-l had mediat.ed the interactj-on effect.

in word completion which was just reported. That is, the

pattern of parallel results between word completion and cued

recal-l- might indicate that subject.s used a strategy in word

completion of recall-ing the learningr episode, and t.hat

therefore associations were not necessarily registered in
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impricit memory. Graf and schacter (1985) presented another

experiment in which patients with organJ-c amnesia were

incorporated into the experimental- procedure. Amnesic

patients, matched controls, and student contro.l-s all
replicated the pattern of word completion performance

reported above, with comparable l-evels of performance

evident among the three groups of subjects. That this
effect was not mediated by explicit memory for the

assocíations was most apparent with the amnesic group, for
whom cued recal-1 performance was significantty below that of
word completion performance. Graf and Schacter argued

against seeing this effect as a function of the difference
in the difficulty of the word completj-on and cued recal_l_

tasks, since both student and matched controls performed

better on recall (the "hard" test) for words in t.he same

context than in word completion (the "easy" test).
Furthermore, success on an item in cued recall did not

predict success on the same item j-n word completion. Graf

and Schacter (1985) therefore concluded that the

facil-itative effect of the association l-earned between two

words in an elaborative study task was not due t.o explicit,
recall of the learning situation but was medíated in
implicit memory.

Schacter and Graf (1986) further pursued the issue of

associ-ative effects between unreLated word pairs to

determine the influence of different types of elaborative
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processinq on implicit and explicit memory for word pairs.
Their four experiments outl-ine three factors which influence

the associatj-ve effect. First, the level- of processing.,

operational-ized as sentence production with a word pair
versus generating a single word to link a word pair, did not

have a differential- effect on implicit memory. Word

completion performance for words from both processing tasks

did not differ, and both tasks led to significantly higher

performance in same versus different context in testing.
Thus, the associative effect occurred with equal strength in
both tasks. In contrast, cued recalL performance was found

to be significantry higher with the sentence generation task

than with the word generation task, as a level-s of
processing hypothesis would predict (Craik & Lockhart,

1,972) . Second, subject. greneration of an el-aborative

sentence versus merely reading an elaborative sent.ence

produced simiLar effects for word compJ-etion. The emphasis

from this experiment is that. product.ion of the elaboratíon

by the subject does not appear to contribute ín terms of
facil-itated implicit memory performance. For cued recall,
generation versus reception produced a large significant
effect, which is consistent with predictions by Hasher and

Zacks (f979) concerning automatic versus effortful
processing. Third, meaningful processing of two words as a

unit or pair was found to be necessary to produce an

associati-ve effect in implicit memory" Elaboration of the
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single word consitítuents of a pair was not sufficient to
produce this effect. These three findings seem t.o suggest

that an associative effect may occur in impricit memory when

two words receive some minimal degree of meaningful

el-aboration of their rel-ationship together. Explicit.
memory, in contrast, is infl-uenced in a more analog fashion,

varying with the degree of semantic processing which occurs,

consonant with a level-s of processing perspective (Craik &

Lockhart, I9'72) .

While the independence of tasks revealing implicit and

expricit memory has been implied in the current discussj-on,

it has al-so been stated explicitly by researchers in this
area. The differences in priming effects in implicit and

explicit memory are readily evident where explicit memory

performance has fal-l-en below that of implicit memory

performance. However, when paralle1 effects are reported

for t.hese two processes, especially concerning the

associative effect in implicit memory, some doubt may arise
as to whether a distinction in memory holds. To address

t.his concern, Graf and Schacter (1985) reported that
patients with organic amnesia demonstrated an associative

effect in word completion without the ability to report an

awareness of t.he study task in which learning had taken

place. As well, a chi-square analysis to test the

dependence of cued recal-l and word completion with both

amnesic and normal subjects failed to reach statistical-
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significance. Schacter and Graf (l-986) argued against the

notion that associative effects in implicit memory are

mediated by conscious appreciation or recollection of the
learning episode. Were this so (a) word completion

performance woul-d have been equivalent to cued recalI
performance, (b) an effect. of levels of semantic processing

woul-d have been found with word completion, (c) word

completion performance would increase toward the end of
testing as subjects switched to a recol-lective strategy,
and/or (d) post-experimental interviews would uncover

recollective strategies. None of these effects were found.

Schacter and Graf (1986) concl-uded that the implicit memory

for new associations is independent of explicít memory for
those associat.ions.

fmplicit and Expl-icit Memory: A Summary

The evidence reviewed suggests t.hat implicit memory and

explicit memory are sensitive to different aspects of

encoding. Encoding of semantic information (a word) int.o

implicit memory is relatÍve1y automatic, as demonstrated in
studies which aLlow minimal awareness of stimuli during the

study task (e"9., Eich, 1-984; Marcel-, L983a) . This

activation may be made stronger by repetition (repeat.ed

aut.omatic activation) but apparently is not sensitive to, or

therefore determined by, processing requirements of the

study task (Graf & Mandler, 1"984; Schacter & Graf, 1986;
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encoded in a form that can be expressed without expticit
recollection of the learning episode, the associative link
between the words must be elaborated; activation of the

individual- constituents of the pair seems to be

insufficient. EncodÍng of information which may be

explicitly recall-ed or recognized is sensit.ive to the type

and level-s of encoding (semantÍc or non-semantic) and to
effort in stud.y (as per Hasher & Zacks, LgTg).
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For word pair associaiions to be

A number of aut.hors have suggested retrieval processes

which seem to be consistent with the implicit-explicit
memory distinction. Ideal1y, these shoul-d help to account

for the different leve1s of reproduction of target. words in
the different implicit and explicit memory tasks. Mandter

(1980) suggrests that recognition performance is det.ermined

by both a retrieval process and by famil-iaríty with a

stimulus. Jacoby and Dallas (1981) propose a very similar
dual process mode1, in which recognition performance is
dependent upon perceptual fluency with a word (of which

familiarity may be the phenomenal aspect), and elaboration

of the word. It. may be that a single underlying memory

representation exists, different aspects of which are tapped

by impticit and expJ-icit memory" One aspect of a memory

representation may be encoded automatically (single words)

or with some elaboration (v¡ord pairs) such that the

information influences, or can be tapped by, an implicit
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memory task. However, explicit memory may require a

different aspect of the representation (perhaps a marker,

such as familiarity) to aì-.1-ow for conscious, intentional
retrieval of information.

While it is parsímonious to propose one memory store

versus two or more, a clear-cut, picture is not suggested by

the literature which has been discussed. If a single memory

representat.ion underlies both implicit and explicit memory,

b/hy are there situations in whích reproductj-on of target
words in explicit memory exceeds their reproduction in
implicit memory and situations ín which implicit memory

exceeds explicit memory? Furthermore, as has been st.ated,

performance on tasks which reveal- implicit and explicit
memory have been found to be independent. Doubtless this
cou.l-d also be accounted for by considerj-ng separate

processes which access a single store, but insufficient
information is currently available with which t.o state a

firm case (Graf & Schacter, 1987; Schacter & Graf, 1986).

One point of interest regarding retrieval concerns

situations in which explicit recall has been less successful

in reproducing studied words than is an implicit.
demonstration of retention" Mediation of performance

without explicit awareness seems to be an operationalization

of the construct "the unconscious" (Marcel, 1983b; Shevrin &

Dickman, 1980). Taken from an empirícal perspect,ive, this

notion does tend to l-ose its exot.ic Freudian fl-avor.



Motivatíon in Nonconscious Semantic Processing

It appears that a number of experimental_ psychologists

would agiree, to a greater or l-esser extent, with the

assertj-on that processing of meaningful information may

occur without reportable awareness. rt. is likely that. fewer

of these would be willing to make the statement that

motivation plays a rol-e in medj-ating which processess become

avail-able for conscious introspection. Such a statement

seems to tap into the psychoanalytic tradition, a model of
behavior most experimentar psychologists would tend to shun.

Empirical findings on this issue suggest that a bl-anket

rejection of a behavioral phenomenon on the basj-s of its
being observed by, and commented upon by, psychoanalytic

theory is not warranted (Glucksberg & King, L967; Glucksberg

& Ornstein, 1969,' Hawryluk, L977; Martin, Hawryluk, Berish,

& Dushenko, l-984)

Zajonc (1980) asserted that cognition and affect are

functionally independent processes. More specifically, he

argued that an affective judgement about a st.imulus occurs

prior to the development of a coqrnitive (conscious)

representation of that stimulus " Kunst-Wilson and Zajonc

(1980) reported that affective preferrence for briefly
presented geometric stimuli (i"e., degree of liking) more

accurately discriminated previously presented it.ems from new

items than did a recognition test. Recognition performance
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did not exceed a chance level. From Zajonc's (l-980)

presentat.ion, it. may be concluded (1) that affectíve
processing of stimuli occurred which was sufficient to
facil-itate a preference discrimination, and (2) t.hat this
processing occurred wi-t.hout reportabte awareness. A

synthesis of this notion with previously presented concepts

would suggest that affectíve judgement is an important

aspect in the semantic anal-ysís of a presented stimulus.
It has been demonstrated that stimuli may come to have an

affective meaning as a consequence of their associatÍon with

another stimulus. corteen and wood (r972) present.ed a study

which was similar in some respects to Lewis (l-920) . That

is, a dichotic listening procedure was used to investigate
the anal-ysis of some significant stimuli as they were

presented to the non-attended ear. The significant stimuti
in this study, however, were city names which had previously

been paired wÍth shock presentations. The dependent

variabl-e was autonomic response as a consequence of stimulus
presentation. This was operationaLized as a galvanic skin
response (GSR) changre of at l-east 1 K ohm occurring within 3

seconds of stimul-us presentation. subjects attended to the

required shadowing of a passage of prose presented to the

right ear. Corteen and Vüood found that a significantly
g:reater number of autonomic responses were observed for
presentation of the punished city names than r^rere observed

for non-shock-associated nouns" They aJ-so found that city
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names in greneral produced more responses than did
non-shock-associated nouns, although half of these city
names had not previously been associat.ed with shock.

Through a detailed post-experimentaL interview, it was found

that subjects \^rere generally unabre to identify the nature

of the unattended message, and those that could identify
stimuli as words made no reference to city names. When

asked, al-l- subjects denied having heard any city names in
the unattended message. Cort.een and lnlood made the tentative
suggestion that autonomic responses to critical stimuli
indicated a complex semantj-c analysis, rather than

peripheral acoustic analysis, occurring independently of an

attention shift and subsequent awareness. Added dimension

is given to this conclusion of semantic analysis by the

observation that. autonomic responses generalized to
nonpunished words which were categrorically related to the
punished words (i.e., to other words which were also city
names). These concl-usions are consistent with previously

discussed studies which also report semantic analysis

without subject awareness.

Another facet of this study, which is important for the

current discussion, is that the stimul-i of interest were

made significant to the subjects as a conseguence of being

paired with electric shock. It would appear, then, that
part of the semantj-c content of a stimulus word which is
subject to pre-attentive analysis is its affect.ive valence;
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this concl-usion would be consistent with Zajonc (1-980) .

These conclusions were not supported by Wardlaw and Kroll
(I916 ) who reported a f ailure to replicate Corteen and lrlood

(L916) despite "every attempt... to foll-ow the original
procedure as closely as possibl-e" 1p.360) . However, Wardlaw

and Kroll- have themselves received criticism from ot.her

researchers for apparent methodological incompatibilities
with t.he original paradigm. Forster and Govier (1978) note

that Corteen and Wood l-ost approximately one third of their
subjects due to subject unwj-l-lingness to tolerate the l_evel

of shock delivered. That. Wardl-aw and Kroll- reported no such

attrition, and used only three trials in their conditioning
procedure, suggests that they "did not use a suffíciently
large number of word-shock pairíngs for their comparatívely

low l-evel of shock" (Forster & Govier, L978, p. 293) .

Martin (1980) indicates that there is significance to the

fact that Wardlaw and Kroll counterbalanced the ear of
presentation during dichotic listening, whereas Cort.een and

Wood had presented the unattended message sole1y to the left
ear. Wardlaw and Kroll-'s implicit. assumption here was that
the ear receivíng the unattended messagie was unimportant.

To the contrary, Corteen, in a personal communication t.o

Martin, "indicated that attempts t.o present the unat,tended

message to the right ear are sel-dom successful" (Martin,

1980, pp. 42-43) " This suggests that Wardlaw and Kroll's
findings were confounded by effects stemming from ear of
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presentation of the attended/unattended message.

Further support for corteen and wood (1,9i2) also comes

from another replication as reported by vonwrigrht, Anderson,

and stenman (l-975), who found similar resurts. Together

with these other researchers (Forster & Govier, 1"979;

Mart.in, 1980), they support the integrity of Corteen and.

Wood's findings. They aLso support the conclusion that
there is "a fairly sophisticated degree of processing

occurring without awareness" (Corteen & Wood, L972, p. 3tZ) .

while the studies just discussed indicate that stimulí
may evoke a garvanic skin response t.hrough their association
with an aversive stimulus, another line of evidence suggests

that stimuli may be selectlvety forgotten if they are

associated with an aversive sti-mulus. Glucksberg and King

(1967 ) presented an experimental paradigm which they
suggested was a laboratory analogue of the psychodynamic

concept of repression. Their experiment proceeded in three
phases. Right handed mal-e sub jects first memorized a l_ist

of paired associates (ten nonsense syllables paired with ten

English words). In the second phase, subjects read aloud a

different Ìist of ten English words, some of which were

fol-Iowed by the presentatÍon of an elect,ric shock. Subjects

$rere required to learn to predict which words preceded the

aversive stimulus and which words did not. The words in
this list were distantly associated with the English words

in the first list, that. is, through mutua1 association with
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a third word. For example, "stem" ís associated with

"smell-" because both words are primary associates of
"flower", but are not directly associated with each other
(as derived from published norms). fn the third phase,

subjects were to recall- the English word.s from the first
list. rt was found that the words which were associates of
the punished. words were l-ess likely to be recalLed than were

control words. A second experiment made it clear that this
was not due to retroactive interference, but actually was a

function of the motivation employed. That is, Glucksberg

and King anticipated the argument that the punished words in
t.he second list might have been better learned by subjects,

and that it was this superíor retention, rather than the
punishment, which interfered with recalL of the words from

t.he first list. This latter hypothesis was not supported.

when appetitive rather than aversive motivation was employed.

(i.e., when monetary rewards rather than electric shocks

were associated with second list. words; Glucksberg & Kingr,

1967). Selective forgetting was not observed with
appetitive motivation, while the effect maintained for t.he

punishment-associated words. RetroactÍve ínterference was

therefore not mediating the effectr âs one would expect

comparable forgetting in both of these sltuations.
Weiner and Higgins (L969) criticised Glucksberg and

King's (1967) concl-usions. From their replications of the

Glucksberg and Kingr paradigm, Weiner and Higgins concl-uded
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that the deqree to whj-ch the first list words were

originally l-earned influenced retention, and therefore how

they were later recall-ed. They concluded that. motivation
\^ras not an appropriate varj-abl_e to which to appeal in
describing this experimental- phenomenon. Gl-ucksberg and

ornstein (1969) presented a rebuttal. They allowed that an

interaction of original- learning wíth punishment may have

taken place; intuitively, an influence of originar learning

on retention seems reasonable. However, these authors made

it crear, through a togical reinvestigation of Gl-ucksberg

and King (1967) and through a detailed item analysis using

data from Gl-ucksbergr and King (1"967) and Weiner and Higgins
(r969), that original learning was insufficient to explain
derived patterns of retention" Rather, they found that
punishment was a significant variabre in considering these

differential recal1 effects, supporting the original
concl-usions of Gl-ucksberg and King. Other resul-ts

supportive of this conclusion come from later replications
of the paradigm by Hawryluk (1"9'77), and by Martin et â1.,
(1984).



Experimental- Design and Rationale

Empirical- evidence has been presented which suggests that
a stimulus may be retained in memory without reportable
awareness or recall of that stimulus. This phenomenon has

been termed implicit memory (Schacter & Graf, 1-986) . As

wel-l-, evj-dence suggests that the semantic processing of a

stimulus may occur in a situation in which that stímulus

does not reach conscious expression, a phenomenon which may

be termed subriminal perception/registration. rt seems a.l-so

that an important aspect of a stimul-us which may infl,uence

the recal-l or other reproduct.ion of the stimulus from memory

may be its affective valence, and moreover that this
affective quality may come about as a learned association.

For example, it has been demonstrated that one may react, in
terms of GSR, to an unattended presentation of a word made

significant through prior pairings with shock (Corteen &

Wood, 7972) . Another effect of pairing with punishment

appears to be interference in the recal-l- of words associated

with the punishment (Glucksberg & King, L967) .

In the current study, the concern has been to demonstrate

that a stimulus presented to an individual may be retained

in memory, despite the fact that t.he stimul-us has not been

att.ended, and cannot l-ater be consciously recognized by the

individual. Moreover, the effect on memory performance of
the pairing of an aversj-ve stimulus with target stimuli in
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an unattended presentation was to be investigated. The

demonstration of an effect on memory performance following
this unattended pairing would suggest that associations may

be regj-stered even when direct attention or conscious effort
is not invol-ved.

Eich (1984) has demonstrated that an unattended

presentation which suggests a context for a homophone can

infl-uence the later spelling of that homophone. He

presented subjects with homophones as an unattended

presentation to the left ear during a shadowing task which

\^/as presented to the right ear. Each homophone was preceded

by a word intended to modify it.s interpretation. For

example, the nodifier "easy" connotes the interpretation

"prey" rather than "pray", although these two words share

pronunciation, and the l-atter of t.he two is stat.istically
the more conmon interpretation. Eich biased the less conmon

interpretation (LCI) of each of the critical homophone

pairs. Subjects were unable to identify the word.s heard in
this unattended presentation, as indicated by their
performance on a recognition test. On a spelling tesL,

however, the probability of spelling LCI homophones was

found to be significant.ly greater for those homophones whích

had been presented and biased than for control- homophones

which had not been presented" Eich thus demonstrated a

semantic influence of unreportable stimuli¡ ârr effect. which

Jacoby and Witherspoon (1982) found with amnesics, but not
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with a normal population.

Spelling is a measure of retention which, like l-exical

decision or reaction time, does not require deliberate
remembering of a stimulus. However, unlike l-exical decísion

or reaction time measures, spelling is a task which requires

that a subject actively bring information to mind (i.e., a

sequence of letters) so as to report on it. It may

therefore represent a behavior which may be susceptible to
motivational effects, much as Glucksberg and King (1967) had

studied recalI. Pairing a homophone context with an

aversive stimul-us in an unattended presentation may lead to
an inhibition of the production of that spelling in a

subsequent spelling test. Eich's procedure appears to be

useful- in further investigating motivation as a variable in
nonconscious semantic processing.

Ross (1985) attempt.ed to replicate Eich (L984) and to
extend his findings by introducing toud noise as a punishing

stimulus

in unattended homophone presentatj-ons " Eích's results were

replicated, that is, previously presented homophone cont.exts

tended to be reproduced in a later spelling test in the

absence of accurate, reliable recal1. However, punishment

was not found to have a significant effect in reducing the

probability of spelling the homophones from the punished

contexts. It is possible, however, that Ross' failure to

find this effect was due to the methodology which was used"
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Ross used Eich's modified homophones in her punishment

procedure. These LCI homophones had an average normative

probability of spelling of .24. Ross, manipul_ation may have

been limited by a basement effect. That is, this
probability of spelling may represent a minimal frequency of
occurrence of the l-ess cornmon spelling, such that it is
difficult to reduce this probability further. rf punishment

did not exert a robust effect, thj-s situation may have

obscured a true effect.
The current study attempted to replicate Ej-ch's (1984)

paradigrm, incorporatj-ng into it a punishing stimufus so as

to investigate the effect of aversive conditioning in
mediating homophone interpretation. Modified homophones

brere presented to the unattended ear during a dichotic
presentation, while the other ear attended to a passage of
prose which was to be repeated al-oud and verbatim (i.e., was

to be shadowed). The dependent variables were measured

after the shadowing task. Subjects were asked to indicate

anythingr which they recalled from the unatt.ended

presentation" Homophones from the unattended presentation

were present,ed among other words (including other

homophonês) r and subjects were asked to dístinguish the

words which had been presented from new words. All of the

homophones from the unattended presentation r^rere incl-uded in

a speJ-ling task so that subjects' interpretation of these

homophones could be determined"
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Half of the modifying words connoted LCI homophones.

These presentations represented an attempt to reproduce

Eich's findings. Half of these presentations were followed.

by presentatÍon of loud noise as a punishing stimulus. To

control for an effect of a basal probability of spelling the

LCI homophones, the other haLf of the modifying words which

give context to the homophones connoted the more conmon

interpretations (MCI). Again, half of these presentations

were followed by a presentation of the punishing noise.

This presentation was intended t.o control for a basement

effect in probablity of spe1ling. That is, if Ross (L985)

fail-ed to detect an effect of punishment due to the

difficulty in reducing an already Iow probability of
spe1Iing, it was reasoned that a decreased probability of
speJ-J-ing might be observed if the more common

interpretations of the homophones were punished.

Other research has indicated a concern that momentary

attending to the unattended channel- may occur in the

shadowing of a passage of prose (Corteen & Dunn, 1974;

Dawson & ScheLl-, 1982) . Such a concern is relevant where

the dependent measure is being observed during the shadowing

task, as it was in Corteen and Wood's (L972) paradigm" Such

a shift in attention would preclude a conclusion that
processing of a stimul-us occurred outside of reportabl-e

awareness. In the present study, the dependent measure was

observed after the shadowing task was completed" A
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shadowing task appears to heaviJ-y tax the resources of the

subject. Subject performance during shadowing hras monitored

for pauses, and the subject was required to paraphrase the

story accurately after shadowing. With such precautions,

evj-dence of a small- degree of attention shifting during

shadowing would not be theoretically damaging. As j_ong as

subjects are unabl-e to report on the nature of the

unattended stimul-i in the recalI or recognition tasks, one

woul-d be able to say t.hat. any effects found in the spelling
task were mediated without subject. ah¡areness.

One further methodol-ogical concern of significance arises
from using a dichotic listening paradigm to investigate the

influence of unattended aversive stimuli. Literature on t.he

organization of cortical- functi-ons in the human brain

sugqest that stimuli impinging on the individual- wilL have

different effects depending on whether the left or t.he right
cerebraf hemisphere receives stimulation.

Brain Lateralitv and Dichotic Listeninq

A large literature has developed to address the

Iateralizatíon of cerebral functions of the human brai-n.

That is, many functions, probably the most conspicuous of
which is speech, are not represented bitaterally ln the

brain, but appear to be predominately subsumed by one

hemisphere or the other" Speech was Localized as a left.

hemisphere function by early researchers such as Broca and
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wernicke, who observed the loss of functions attributable to
resions of the reft cerebral- cortex (GeschwÍnd, r9i2) . More

current methodologies have supported and extended this
observation (for reviews see corbarlis, 1980 ì Gazzaníga,

1985; Milner, I97I; Ornstein, 1"972) . fn general, it has

been suggested that the left hemisphere of virtually all
right handers (92%) and most Left handers (69å) is
responsi-ble for receptive and expressive 1anguage

(statistics from Milner, I974) . The right hemisphere, in
contrast, is represented as being responsi-ble for processes

characterized as paraller and hol-istic in nature. The ríght
hemisphere has also been represent.ed as being the d.ominant

hemisphere for processing emotion, such as emotional- content

in facial expression (Ley & Bryden, L97g), or as emotional-

content of stimul-us words experimentally associated with
punishment (Hawryluk, 1,97-l) .

Much information concerning the lateralization of
functions and the apparent interaction of the cerebral

hemispheres in processing bil-ateralJ-y present.ed stimuli has

been produced by experimental procedures which have

investigated visual perception effects. Vision is a

percept.ual syst.em whose sensory pathways project
contral-aterally. That is, stimul-i presented to the right. of
the midline of one's visual fiel-ds will stimulate the left
hemiretinae of the eyes, which are innervat.ed such that. the

stimuli ultimately impinge on the left hemisphere first..



Stimuli may thus be targreted, withín the Limitations of
given paradigmr so as to be received by either the left
right cerebral- hemisphere (Gazzanlga, 1985) .

To some extent, analagous findings have been reported by

investigat.ors using auditory stimul-ir âs in dichotic
listening paradigms. King and Kj-mura (L972) reported that
the left ear was more accurate in identification of human

vocal non-speech sounds, such as laughing or sighing.

Haggard and Parkinson (L97I) present simil_ar findings,
reporting a l-eft ear advantage for id.entifying emotional

content in spoken sentences. Carman and Nachishan (l_973)

attempted to eLiminate possible contamination effects due to
verbal processing requirements during emotional processinq.

They present.ed subjects with human vocal non-speech sounds

but required a non-verbar response from them. Their resurts
were consistent with King and Kimura, s and Haggard and

Parkinsorr's, indicating a l-eft ear advantage in processing

emotional content of stimuli.

Unlike visual perception, stimuli impinging on one ear

(as compared to one half-visual field) are not registered
contral-aterally, but rather they project bil-aterally. Thus,

a stimulus presented to one ear will be registered, to some

extent., in both cerebral hemispheres. Certainly the

hemispheres do not receive equal activation; this is
apparent from the dichotic listening studies indicated

above. It has been reported that there is a functional
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asymmetry in auditory perception during dichotic listening
(Kimura, 1,967; King & Kimura, L972) .

For the current study, the ul-timat.e pattern of
recognition and of spelling of the homophones presented to
the unattended ear was subject to effects due to
lateral-ization of cortical functions, and al-so to effects
arising from functional differences between contral-ateral
and ipsilateral auditory pat.hways (Kimura, 1,967) . The ear

of presentation of the unattended message is only indirectly
predictive of brain organization (Sidtis, Lg82r, however,

and therefore is not entireJ-y predictive of the resurting
memory ef fects. This j-s especia]-ly true where the stimul-i

of interest to the study are to be unattended. as earlier
studies do not aid in predicting the effects of unattended

stimuli (Carman & Nachishan, 1"973; Haggard. e parkinson,

1971,; King & Kimura, L972) . Corteen observed that the

presentation of an unat.tended message to the right ear does

not produce a pattern of resul-ts conqruent with resul-ts from

left ear presentation of the unattended message (Martin,

1980) . Wardl-aw and Krol-l (1916) failed to replicate Corteen

and wood (L972), and thís has been attributed to confounding

of results due to the count.erbalancing of ear of
presentation (Martin, 1980). Some consistency in results
appears to have accrued mostly with studies which have

presented an unattended message to the left ear, and a

distractor task to the right ear (Corteen & Wood, 1,972;
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Eich, 1,984,' Forster & Govier, L918). It is therefore
predicted that the hypothesized effects concerning

recognition and spelling of homophones wil-l be found when

the unattended presentation is delivered to the left ear.

with regard to the the unat.t.ended presentation delivered to
the right ear, studies of l-ocalizat.ion of function,
functional- asymmetry of auditory perception, and dichotic
presentations of unattended target stimuli allow only the

prediction t.hat. a pattern of resu,l-ts similar to those of the

left ear will- not be found"

Summarv

Evidence reviewed indicates that the meaning of a

stimulus may be processed without reportable awareness of
the stimulus. Affective vaLence appears to be an important

aspect of the semantíc content of a stimul-us, and this
valence may be a l-earned association. The current study

proposed to investigate whether a homophone may be

influenced in an unattended presentation such that its
spelling is infLuenced on a later task" LCI homophones were

presented Ì^¡ith biasing words to see if the less common

spellings would subsequently be given by subjects. As an

orthogonal condition, some homophone contexts were paired

with a Loud aversive noise to see if this association would

later decrease the frequency of spelling of the homophones

connoting the punished contexts " A third variable of
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interest was the ear of presentation of the unattended

message. Past research suggests that equivalent patterns of
resul-ts cannot be expected when the unattended presentation
j-s delivered to the left versus the right ear. This

difference is al-so suggested by neuropsychological findings
which indicate some functionar differences between the

cerebral- hemispheres and also functional- differences between

contralateral and ipsilateral auditory pat.hways.

Hypotheses

The fol-lowing hypotheses were advanced:

(1) Homophones will be spelled so as to denote the

interpretation presented in the unattended presentation.

That is, LCI homophones will be spelled with a greater

probability when t.heir meanings are biased in the unattended.

message than when homophones are not previously presented.

This may or may not be true when the MCI homophones are

biased, due to a possible ceiling effect. This effect of
sperling wil-r occur where subjects cannot recall- unattended

stimuLi, and are unable to reliably recognize unattended.

stimul-i from among a list of other homophones and common

nouns "

(2) Homophones will be spelled so as to denote the

alternative interpretation to the context presented where

that context. has been associated with the presentation of

aversive noise. That is, LCI homophones will be spelled
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with a greater probabiJ-it.y when the respective MCf

homophones are associated with punishment in the unattended

message than when the homophone is not previousJ_y presented.

This may or may not be true when the LCI homophones are

associated with punishment, due to a possible presence of a

basal probabitity of spelling. Again, the effect of

spelling will occur where subjects cannot recall unattended

stimuli, and are unabl-e to reJ-iably recognize unattended.

stimul-i from among other homophones and common nouns.

(3) Recognition and spellingr of homophones wil_l_ be

mediated by ear of presentation such that hypotheses (1) and

(2) will be supported when the unattended message is
presented to the l-eft ear of each subject. This interaction
is not expected when the unattended message is presented to
the right ear of each subject, due to lateralízation of
hemispheric functioning and funct.ional differences between

contralateral and ipsi1ateral auditory pathways.



Subiects. Eighty right handed male undergraduate

students were recruited as subjects in the study. Students

were recruited from University of Manitoba introductory
psychology classes, in which research participat.ion is a

course requirement. Students were i-nformed that the study

would involve loud, unpleasant, but harmless noise. They

r^/ere al-so made aware that the study was restricted to those

with normal- hearing in both ears, and for whom English was

their primary language (first language spoken and language

spoken at home).
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Method

Materials

Handedness Ouestionnaire. A brief questionnaire, based.

on a questionnaire developed by Raczkowski, Ka1at, and Nebes

(I974) was used to screen subjects for preferred hand.

Fourteen questions pertained to activities such as writing,
throwing a ballr or kicking a balI. As well, the subject

\^ras asked to indicate any known family history of

sinistrality (left handedness). Right handedness is highly

correlated with a l-eft hemisphere dominance for language"

It was therefore deemed desirabl-e to stress bot,h right
handedness and family history of right handedness in an

attempt to control for extraneous effects due to variability

in the organization of cortical- functions.
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Stimu]i. The current study used Eichrs (1984) 32

homophones, whích were drawn from published norms (Galbraith

& Taschman, l-969). The drawing was random, with the

following restrictions: (1) the normative probability of
speJ-ling a homophone in l-ine with its less common

interpretation (e.9., "PREY" as opposed to ttpRAyrr) not be

greater than .40 or less than .10, and, (2't the spellings of

the two interpretations of a homophone involve an equal_

number of letters.
Eich divided homophones into the classes old homophones

and new homophones. Otd homophones (OHs) were those which

were presenLed to a subject. as an unattended message during

a shadowing task. New homophones (NHs) were not presented

during shadowing, but were incl-uded as conLrols on test.s of
recognition and spel1ing. Homophones were divided into
groups by Eich (l-984) such that the average normative

probability of uncommon spelling was constant (p="226)

between two groups of equal size (N=1-6). See Table i_ for a

Iistinqt of OHs and NHs.

At recording, OHs were preceded by a word which was

intended to bias the interpretation of each homophone.

Eich's (1984) list of modifiers was used to bias the less

conmon interpretation of each of these homophones (e.9.,

Insert Table 1 about here



Homophones Appearing in the Recognition and Spe}ling Tests

Less Common Bias

taxi FARE (.13)
youngest SON (.30)
disc BRÄKE (.10)
easy PREY (.13)
window PANE (.15)
movie ROLE ("2S)
garage SALE (.35)
st.ainl-ess STEEL ( . 37 )
f il-Iet of SOLE (.28)
tal-l TALE 1.20)
stripped BARE 1.l-3)
slim WAIST (.23)
sneak PEEK (.30)
deep SEA (.20)
daily MAIL (.30)
ocean FERRY 1.20)

Ol-d Homophones
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Table 1

More Common Bias

count.y FAIR (.87)
rising SUN (.70)
coffee BREAK (.90)
minister PRAY (.82¡
arthritis PArN (.85)
dinner ROLL 1.70)
ship SAIL (.65)
thief STEAL (.63)
immortal SOUL (.72)
monkey TArL (.80)
grizzly BEAR (.82)
toxic WASTE (.77)
mountain PEAK 1.75)
look and SEE (.80)
macho MALE (.70)
tooth FAIRY (.80)

Note: The normative probability of spelling a homophone,
derived from Galbraith and Taschman (L969), appears Ín
parentheses fol-lowing that homophone. Mean normative
probability of uncoÍìmon spelling for Old Homophones and for
New Homophones is 0.226.

New Homophones

BEAT
POLL
PIER
SEAM

.13)

.18)

.23)

. t_8)
coARSE (.18)
HERE
HEEL
PATL
REEL
PEAR

.23)

.33)

.37 )

.1_8)

.20)
WEEK (.33)
CELL
GAIT
SOAR
STAKE
MADE

.32)-

.13)

.l_8)
(.15)
.30)
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easy-PREY) . As weII, a ner^r list of modifiers was used to
bias the more common interpretation of each of the

homophones (e.9., mi-nister-PRAY) . Two separate lists of
these critical pairs were prepared. One l-ist, randomly

sel-ected, contained eight critical- pairs intended to bias

the less common interpretations of the OHs (OH-LCIs),

presented with the other eight OHs, which r^rere intended to
be biased toward their more common spellings (OH-MCIs). The

other l-ist of critical pairs counterbal-anced this list.
That is, homophones which were OH-LCIs in the first list
were OH-MCIs in t.he second list, while homophones which were

OH-MCf s in the f irst l-ist were OH-LCIs in the second l-ist.
Each list was recorded eight times in dÍffering random

orders of presentatj-on. Critical pairs were presented at

the rate of 4 seconds/pair, representing 1 second for
presentation of t.he modifier, 1 second for the presentation

of the homophone, and 2 seconds of silence before the next

critical pair presentation. In addition to this schedule,

half of the homophones which were OH-LCfs and half of the

homophones which were OH-MCIs r¡¡ere followed by one-half

second of sil-ence, then one-hal-f second of loud white noise

(105 dB), and then by one second of silence, after which the

next critical pair was presented. The presentation of white

noise was triggered by metal foil attached to the audio

tape, which completed an electrical relay" A t,imer

controLled the onset and offset of a presentation of white



noise from a noise gTenerator.

The presentations of the critical pair lists were

bordered by eight noncritical- word pairs, which acted as

buffer material. These noncriticar pairs were composed of a

modifier preceding a non-homophone (e.9., hilton-HOTEL) .

Four of these noncritical pairs were present.ed once

preceding critical pair presentations (primacy pairs), and

the other four noncritical pairs were presented once after
critical- pair presentations (recency pairs). The rate of
presentation was that for the critical pairs, that is, 4

seconds per pair. These noncritical pairs were in turn
bordered by a single presentation of the English alphabet

both prior to the primacy pairs and after presentation of
t.he primacy pairs. The 26 letters were presented at the

rate of one letter per second.
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The letters, critical pairs and noncritical pairs were

presented by a male voice, and recorded on a singJ-e track of
a stereophonic tape record.er. On the ot.her track of the

same tape was recorded a passage of prose narrated by a male

voice at the approximate rate of 85 words per minut.e. The

length of the passage was synchronized wit.h the presentation

of the unattended message. That is, the passage began as

the subject heard the letter rtArr of the alphabet sequence,

continued as the subject receíved the unattended

presentatj-on of primacy pairs, critical pairs, recency

pairs, and the l-ett'er sequence, and ended after the subject.
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heard t.he final letter l'Ztt. Critical pairs were thus

presented approximately 40 seconds after shadowing beqan,

and finished 40 seconds before the passage of prose

finished "

The attended essay and unattended word paj-rs and letters
were presented to the subject on separate channels of foam

padded headphones. A microphone was placed before the

subject, plugged into a tape recorder to record all of the

subject's responses.

Procedure

Subjects were tested individually in an auLomated

procedure. The experiment proceeded in two phases, first,
the dichotic presentat.ion of stimuli, and then the

recognition and spelting tests.
Each subject \¡ras seat.ed in a sound attenuated chamber.

Typed instructions briefly indicated the nature of the

experiment, and incl-uded the handedness guestionaire.

Subjects were informed t.hat shoul-d they feel the need or

desire to leave the experiment, they were be free to do so

without penalty. They were invited to Listen to a

presentation of the white noise delivered through the

headphones so that they could decide whether or not they

wished to cont.inue. Subject.s rated the nolse on a

five-point Likert-type scale anchored by the statements

extremel-y unpl-easant and not at al-l- unpleasant " These

instructions also indicated to t.he subjects how to wear the
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headphones through which a verbar present.ati-on was to be

given. Approximately hal-f of the subjects (n=27) were given

instructions to pJ-ace a marked side of the head.phones over

their l-eft ear. The marked side of the headphones was the

channel- t.hrough which the unattended message was presented.

The other half of the subjects (n=30) were given

instructions to prace the marked side of the headphones over

their right ear. The experimenter was present in the room

to ensure t.hat the headphones were properry placed over each

subject's ears and to inform each subject that further
instructions woul-d be given over the headphones. The

experimenter then left the chamber, turned on the recording

tape recorder, and began the stimuli presentation.

standardized instructions were delivered to al-r subjects

over the headphones. The subjects were told that it was

their task to shadow (repeat. aloud and verbatim) a passage

presented to t.hem. They r^rere Lold that it was the purpose

of the study to investigate the distracting effect of
ext.raneous information and random loud noise on an

individual-'s ability to shadow and comprehend narrated

materiar. Each individual was told that he wouLd later be

tested for comprehension and recarl of the narrated passage

after it had finished, and that he should therefore attend

closely to the narration. Two brief (25 word) sentences

were presented to the subjects, one sentence to each ear, as

practice for the shadowing task" This procedure r^ras
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intended to ensure that each subject was able to discern

what was to be presented through each channel- of the

headphones. Accomplishing this, the subject was then asked

if he understood the procedures and what was required of
him, being asked to respond orally with "yes" or "no".

The shadowing task took approximately 10 minutes. The

attended passage was presented at approximately 72 dB, whil-e

the unattended stimuli were presented at approximately 64 dB

(as described by Eich, 1984).

After completing the shadowing task, subjects were asked

to give a short (l- minute) spoken synopsis of the passage

they heard. They were told to start their synopsis at the

sound of a tone and to end at the second sounding of that.

tone.

Instructions given over the headphones informed each

subject that a second part. of the experíment would begin.

They rr/ere t.ol-d that a secondary purpose of t.he experiment

v¡as to examine their retention of the words to which t.hey

were not attending" They were asked to ind.icate aloud

anything which they recalled as havíng been presented" They

were given 1 minute to respond. After this, the recognition

test had each subject. l-isten to a series of words,

indicating aloud whet.her he believed that word had been

presented to his unattended ear, indicating either "yes" or
rrnorr. The recognition test included the OH-LCIs, the

OH-MCIs, the primacy pairs, the recency pairs, and sixteen



new homophones. one randomly assigned J-isting was presented

to all subjects. In addition to these words , 24 new

non-homophones hrere added to each l-ist.
Each subject was informed that he would hear a word

spoken, and that he should respond, indicating "yes" (the

word was heard in the unattended presentation) or "no" (the

word was not presented / was not heard) at the sound of a

warning tone or beep. The recognition test was presented at

the rate of one word every 6 seconds. The stimurus word was

presented in the first second of that interval" A 0.5

second tone presentatj-on was given on the fourth second of
the interval. The next word was given 6 seconds after the

start of the interval.
Fol-lowing the recognition test, subjects were asked t.o

spell aloud a series of words. They were tol-d that they

woul-d agrain hear a word, and that after hearing a warning

tone they should repeat. the word and spell it. It was

emphasized to the subjects that they woul-d not have much

tirne to respond, so if they were not sure of a word, s

spelling they should give the first spelling that came to
mind. The spelJ-ing test incl-uded all OHs, all NHs, all
eig'ht noncritical pairs, and 24 new non-homophones, of which

L2 had been presented in the recognition test" One random

order was presented to all subjects " Pacing of words in the

speJ-ling test was 6 seconds per stimulus word" The word was

presented in the first. second of the interval, a 0"5 second
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tone presentation was presented two second.s

interval, and the next word was presented 6

start of the interval.
Subject performance on the shadowing task and on both the

recognition and spelling test.s was monitored by Lhe

experimenter in an adjacent room. Subject responses on the

recognition and spelling tests were recorded manually by the

experimenter; the t.ape recordings hrere used for verification
of responses. Subjects were debriefed with the intention of
making cl-ear to them the purpose and nature of the

experiment. The experimenter then assj-gned the subject

credit and di-smi-ssed him.
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into the

seconds from the



Sub-iect Seleet íon

Eighty subjects recruited from fntroductory psychology

classes participated in the experimental procedures.

Restrictions excl-uded subjects who were not male and who did
not l-earn English as their first language. Data from

subjects were excl-uded from analyses for one of two reasons.

Firstr âs subjects were noL restricted from participation
during recruit.ment on the basis of handedness, data from l-6

subjects who reporLed l-eft handedness were not analyzed..

Second, because of eguipment malfunctions during the

experimental procedure, dat.a from seven other subjects üras

not considered j-n analyses.

Some subject.s whose data were analyzed were not

exclusi-ve1y right-handed, that ís, t.hey did not indicate
that they were right-handed on alL of the tasks on the

handedness questionnaj-re. They were, however, predomi-nately

so: three subjects indicated that they were left-handed

with respect to four of fourteen tasks, and four subjects

indicated that they vrere left-handed with respect to three

of fourteen tasks. Al-l- other sub jects incruded in analyses

indicated that they were exclusively right-handed, and all
subjects were right-handed with respect to writlng and

drawing. Additionally, fourteen subjects indicated that a

member of his family was Left-handed. These subject.s were

not excluded from analyses for at least three reasons.

Remembering

Results
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First, although left-handedness, measured in terms of
activities performed or famil-iat sinistratity, correlates
less well with left hemisphere dominance for 1anguage

functions than does exclusive right-handedness, Milner
(r914) indicates that even most reft-handers (69å) are reft
hemisphere dominant for receptive and expressive language.

For the purposes of this study, the fact that the subjects

above were manifestly right-hand.ed on a majority of tasks

was taken to be a sufficient and appropriate indication of
right-handedness. That is, the study was not intended to
investigate the l-ateralizatíon of cortical- functioning per

se. Rather, consideration was to be given to memory effect.s

in a dichotic listening procedure with respect to differing
ears of present.ation, albeit with some degree of control for
l-ateral-izat.ion of funct.ion. Second, the current incl-usion

of a handedness measure contrasts the procedures of Corteen

and Wood (L972) and Eich (1984) who did not gj-ve

consideration to subject handedness. The exclusion of left-
handed individual-s is, in this respect, a relatively
stringent procedure in dichotic Listening procedures where

memory functioning is of primary interest. Third,

maximizing sample size was an important consideration which,

in the liqht. of t.he two prior points, seemed to outweigh any

benefit of excluding the subjects who were not exclusively
right-handed.

AII subjects demonstrated adequate hearing in both ears,
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operational-ized in terms of their ability to repeat the two

sentences presented to respectj-ve ears.

Shadowing performance

Subjects invariably indicated a "yes" response when asked

if they understood the procedures required of them.

Accordingl-y, aIl subjects performed the shadowing task as

they were instructed. That is, the essay presented was

repeated aloud by each subject virtualLy word for word,

except for pauses in which it seemed evident that a word had

not been heard or understood. Subjects as a whole recovered

quickJ-y from such pauses, such that long pauses (longer than

approximately 4 seconds) were not observed. Synopses

supplied by subjects reflected the content of the essay

presented; these were not recordedr âs the measure of

interest, recognition, r^ras to be recorded more carefully
later in the procedure. Likewise, recalÌ of unattended

words r¡/as not sub ject to formal anaÌyses. Fifteen sub jects

reported that they could not identify any stimuli from t.he

unattended presentation. Thirty-three reported that they

had heard the alphabet presented. Overlapping with t.hese

latter subjects, 32 subjects reported words which they

recall-ed as having been heard. Thirteen subjects reported

having heard one word-pair or word from a pair, nine

subjects vrere able to recall two words/word-pairs, and four

sub jects recal-l-ed three words/word-pairs " E1even of these

subjects also reported words as recalled whích were not in
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in the unattended presentation. Six subject.s reported only

words which were not in the unattended presentat.ion.

Subjects rated the unpleasantness of a single white noise

presentation at the beginning of the procedure, which

ai-Iowed them to decide whether or not to participate further
in the st.udy. A second rating was made at the end of t.he

study to determine subjects' j-mpressions of the noise after
having had experience with it. The difference between the

first rating (M = 3.035) and the second rating (M = 2.768) ,

as assessed by t-test with 95å confidence interval, was

found to be significant (t(56) : 2.30). Thus subject

ratings of the unpleasantness of the noj-se tended to be l-ess

after t.he shadowing procedure/noise presentation than it was

after an initiaL single presentation. This difference,
though significant, was smal-I (M = 0.250) .

Recoqnition Test

The proportion of homophones from the unattended

presentation reported by subjects as having been heard

(i.e., "yes" responses) were tested in an analysis of

variance (AIIOVA) . A 2X2 X 2 mixedmodel fixed effects
ANOVA tested the effects of the independent variables Ear of

Presentat.ion (i.e., of the unattended message: left,
right), Valence (neutra.l-, aversive) ¡ and Homophone Type

(more conmon or less coÍrmon spelling) " Vüith the confidence

interval- set at 95? t only one significant dj-fference became
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apparent, which was a main effect of Ear of presentation,

F(1,55) = 4.49. This effect indicates that more homophones

were identified as being from from the unattended

presentation when that presentation was made to the left ear

(M : 0.313) than when that presentation was made to the

rigrht ear (M : 0.204) . Table 2 summarizes the ANOVA

resultsi means are presented in Tabte 3"



A second ANOVA was necessary to det.ermine if the

proportion of homophones identified from the unattended

presentation differed significantly from the proportion of

homophones which \^rere not presented but were identified by

subjects as having been presented. That. is, subjects who

received the unattended presentation in the l-eft ear may not

have been accurate in their identification of previously

presented homophones, but rather they may merely have

indicated "yes" responses more frequent.ly. A 2 X 2 rnixed

model fixed effects ANOVA was therefore performed. This

analysis was not incl-uded as part of the prior analysis¡ âs

Presentation Status (i.e., Ol-d Homophones from the

unattended presentation, and New Homophones) was noL

orthogonal to the variables Valence and Homophone Type. Ear

of Presentation and Presentation Status were varied with the

dependent measure of proportion of homophones from the

unattended presentation reported by subjects as having been

heard (i.e., "yes" responses). I/üith a confidence interval

of 95eo, only one significant difference was found, a main

ef fect, agaj-n, of Ear of Presentation, F (Lr 55) = 4.03. Thls

effect again indicates that more homophones r¡rere identified

as being from from the unattended presentation when that
presentation was made to the left ear (M = 0.298) than when

Insert Tables 2 and 3 about here
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2 (Ear of Presentation)
Mixed Model Ànalysis of
Homophones Recogrnized.

Source

Ear
Error

Val-ence
Error

Homophone
Error

Ear X Val-ence
Error

Ear X Homophone
Error

Val-ence X Homophone
Error

Ear X Val-ence
X Homophone
Error

Remembering

Tabl-e 2

X 2 (Valence)
Variance for

df

wíthout Awareness
10

1
55

1

55

1-

55

L
55

1
55

1
55

X 2 (Homophone Type)
Proportion of

MS

10.765
2.396

0.158
0.376

0.1_58
0.689

0.L42
0.376

0.901-
0.689

L .42I
0.681_

0 .1,L2
0.68r_

F

Note: Ear, Ear of Presentation; Homophone, Homophone Type.

4 .49

0 .42

0.23

0.38

1 .3r"

2.09

p

.038

.520

.634

.54L

.258

.154

t_

55
0.r_6 .686



Mean Recognition of Homophones from the Unattended
Presentation.

Ear Valence Homophone N

Left No Noise MCI 27 1_ . 3 67 1 . 15 9
(0.342) (0.290)

LCr 21 1,.233 1_.104
(0.308) (0.276)

Noise MCI 27 1,.067 0.868(0.267) (0"2L1)

LCr 27 1 .333 1,.028
(0.333) (0.2s7)

Right No Noise MCI 30 0.963 1.018
(0 .24I) (0 . 25s )

LCr 30 0 .661 0. 961
(0 . 167 ) (0 .240)

Noise MCI 30 0.852 0.949(0.213) (0.231)

LCr 30 0.771 1.013
(0.194) (0.2s3)

Remembering without Awareness
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Table 3

Mean SD

Note: Ear, Ear of Presentation; Homophone, Homophone Typet
MCI, More Common Interpretation,. LCI, Less Common
Interpretation.
Nonparenthesized val-ues represent the mean number of
homophones recognized of 4 homophones presented per cell;
values in parentheses represent the proportion of homophones
recogni zed.
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that presentation was made to the right ear (M = 0.195).

See Table 4 for a sunmary of the ANOVA resul_ts; seeTable 5

for means. Homophones from the unattended presentation were

not identified as having been previously presented.

significantly more frequently than were New Homophones.

This finding is consistent wit.h the conclusion that subjects

for whom the unattended presentation was made in the l_eft

ear were not displaying accuracy in selecting from a l-ist of
previously presented homophones, but were more likeIy
indicating positive recognit.ion more frequently.

Spellinq Test

A 2 X 2 X 2 mixed model fixed effects ANOVA with 95%

confidence interval- was performed with the dependent measure

being probability of spelling a homophone so as to denote

its less common interpretat.ion" The independent variabLes

in this analysis were Ear of Presentation (Ieft, right),
Valence (neutral-, aversivê) ¡ and Homophone Type (more

common, less common). Contrary to the hypotheses forwarded,

no significant differences were foundu that is, no main or

interaction effects were found with respect to Homophone

Type, Valence, or Ear of Presentation" lable 6 summarizes

.A,NOVA resul-ts; Table 7 presents means"

Insert Tables 4 and 5 about here



2 (F,ar of Presentat.ion) X 2
Model Anal-ysis of Variance
Recognized 

"

Source

Ear
Error

Status
Error

Ear X Status
Error

Remembering

Table 4

(Presentation
for Proportion

df

1
55

1
55

1
55

Note: Ear, Ear of Presentation; Status, presentation Status.

wit.hout Awareness
73

MS

0.304
0.073

0.017
0.011

0.001_
0.01_1_

Status) Mixed
of Homophones

F

4.15

1_.56

0.08

p'

.046

.2I1

"7 84



Table 5

Mean Proportion of Recognition of
Unattended Presentation.

Ear

Left

Status

Right.

Remembering

old

New

old

New

Note: Ear, Ear of Presentation; Status, presentatÍon
Status.

without Awareness
74

Homophones from the

N

27

27

30

30

Mean

0.3r_3

0.283

0.204

0.18s

SD

0.198

0 "227

0.189

0 "202



While the previous analysis failed to find significant
differences in the spelling of the homophones from the

unattended presentationsr ân additional- interest of the

study was to attempt to replicate Eich's (1984) findings.

This was not accomplished in the previous analysis as

Presentation Status (OId or New Homophone) was not

orthogonal to Valence or Homophone Type" Instead, to
determine whether an unattended presentation of the uncommon

interpretat.ion of a homophone facilit.ated the later spelling
of that interpretation, a t-test was performed. The

spellings of less common, unpunished homophones from the

unattended presentation to the left ear of subjects was

compared to the spellings of an equal number of randomly

selected New Homophones. A significant difference in the

probability of spelling homophones so as to denote less

common int.erpretations was not found (t(26) = .34, p > .05),

indicating that Eich's pattern of results were not

replicated in the current study.

Insert Tables 6 and 7 about here

Remembering without Awareness
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2 (Ear of Presentation)
Mixed Model- Analysis of
Homophones Spelled with

Source

Ear 1
Error 55

Valence 1
Error 55

Homophone 1
Error 55

Ear X Valence 1
Error 55

Ear X Homophone I
Error 55

Valence X Homophone 1
Error 55

Remembering

X2 (Valence) X2 (Homophone Type)
Variance for Proportion of
Less Common Spelting.

Tabl-e 6

df

without Awareness
tõ

MS

Ear X Valence
X Homophone
Eiror

0.012
0.052

0.039
0.067

0.024
0.068

0 . 01-?
0.067

0.041_
0.068

0.054
0.0s8

0.076
0.058

F

Note: Ear, Ear of Presentation; Homophone, Homophone Type"

0 "22

0.59

0.35

0.26

0.60

0 .92

p.

.638

.446

.556

.6L2

.442

.342

l-
55

1-.30 .260



Mean Proportion of Homophones from the Unattended
Presentation Spelled to Denote the Less Common
Interpretation.

Ear Valence Homophone N Mean SD

Left. No Noise MCI 27 0.340 0 .Z'75

LCr 27 0.324 0.247

Noise MCr 27 0.287 0.236

LCr 27 0.287 0.248

Right No Noise MCI 30 0.244 0.242

LCr 30 0"356 0.327

Noise MCI 30 0.300 0 .206

LCr 30 0.281- 0 .1,12

Remembering without Awareness
17

Table 7

Note: Ear, Ear of Presentation; Homophone, Homophone Type;
MCI, More Common fnterpretation; LCf, Less Common
Int.erpretation.



As reported in the resul-ts, the current study did not

provide evidence to support the hypot.heses put forward in
the introduction to this paper. That is, it was not found

that the homophones presented in the unattended presentation
were reproduced. on the spelling test with any rel-iability.
A punishing effect of aversive noj-se \^ras not found in the

spelling of the previously presented homophones. FinalIy,
an effect on spelling due to t.he ear of presentation of the

unattended homophones was not found. These observations

were aLso made in the absence of an effect on recogt'nition

performance by subjects, aside from a main effect of Ear of
Presentation.

The recognition performance found in t.he current study

is consistent with the hypotheses presented, that. is, it
seems evident that subject.s were noL able t.o discrimÍnate
previously presented homophones from new ones. To have

supported the hypotheses of the current study, however, some

significant differences needed to have been observed with

respect to the spelling of homophones. A three-way

interaction effect was expected between Ear of Presentation,

Valence, and Homophone type" For the less common version of

homophones presented to the unattended left ear, the

probability of spelling that uncommon version was expected

to be higher for unpunished homophones than for punished

Remembering without Awareness
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Discussion
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homophones. For the more common version of homophones

present.ed to the unattended l-eft ear, the probabilit.y of
speJ-1ing'the complementary unconmon version of the

homophones was expected to be higher for punished homophones

than for unpunished homophones. rn addition to this pattern

of results, a comparison between l-ess common, unpunished

homophones presented to the unattended left ear and an equal

number of New Homophones shoul-d have revealed that the

previously presented homophones were more frequently sperred

to denot.e the uncom.mon interpretation. This would have

represented a replication of Eich's (1984) pattern of
results. with respect to unattended presentations made to
the right ear of subjects, pairwise comparisons were not

expected to reveal significant differences among the four
(Val-ence X Homophone Type) cel-I means.

The means for the spelJ-ing of the uncommon version of
homophones did not approximate these expected findings. The

means for the homophone presentat.ions made to the right ear

of subjects more cJ-osely approximate the expected results
than do the means for the unattended presentations made to
the left ear. I¡ühile this is contrary to the third
hypothesis of the study, the apparent differences in means

are likely to be spurious as t.hey were not supported in

statistical analyses" Neverthel-ess, future research in

dichotic listening, especially that which employs punishing

stimul-i, ftây benefit by control-l-ed comparisons of



presentations to both ears.

The current set of results demand some explanat.ion. At

least three possible explanations exist to address the

current lack of support for the research hypotheses. one is
that the hypotheses put forward are based on fal-se premises.

That is, one might concl-ude that implicit memory does not in
fact exist. The current study might be regarded. as a body

of evidence which attests to the nonexistence of implicit
memory effects. This conclusion would account for the

absence of effects on homophone spelling due to both

aversive noise and ear of presentation, as these variables
were hypothesized to infl-uence the memories which were

implicit or unconscious.

Remembering wit.hout Awareness
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It is, of course, impossibl-e to support this conclusion

through the lack of significant findings from a single

study. First, the logic of experimental methodology does

not all-ow one to conclude that groups are equivalent and

that no effect of the variabl-e exists. Second, a body of
research has demonstrated phenomena which together suggest a

construct l-ike implicit memory or "an unconscious. " Any

subsequent empirical findings woul-d need to be eval-uated

against the weight of this prior research. The current

study is insufficient to tip the scales j-n opposltion to

this body of research"

A second explanation to accounL for the lack of

significant findings in the current study is error in the
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experimental procedures or in the statistical analyses

performed. Error is an accepted factor in experimental

research, to the extent that it. is formalized in statisticat
models of analyses. Thus, the concern is not the absolute

presence or absence of error within some stage of the

hypothesis testing procedure, but rather it is the extent to
which error has occurred. As noted in the Resul-ts section,

t.here is not a readily identifiabl-e source of error which

can account for the reported results.
A third at.tempt to explain the current lack of support

for the hypotheses forwarded draws on both of the

explanations above to suggest that the effect.s of unattended

presentation and implicit memory are not large or robust.

It is suqTqTested that these effects were not found because of
the rel-ative complexity of the current design. That is, the

lack of significant findings may attest to the fact that
these effects are subtl-e and are not. to be found when the

basic parent paradigms are varied too widely" The present

procedures may have been inappropriate to detect the effects
sought, but this is discovered in retrospect, and was not. to
be predlcted from previous evidence.

Two findings which did not bear directly on the

hypotheses of the study were significant. The first of
these was the comparison of noi-se ratings before the

shadowing task and after the spelling test. The l-ower later
rating suqgiests that. some habituation to the noise
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presentatíon occurred. rt may al-so suggest that the noise

!'ras not as punishing as it was int.ended to be. This wouId,

in part, help to account for the apparent absence of
punishment effect. It needs to be held in mind., however,

t.hat an effect of punishment may not have been found. not

because of absence of effect but because of l-ack of power to
detect it.

The second effect which requires discussion is the main

effect of Ear of Presentation on recalI. As addressed in
the Results, t.his does not appear to suggest. that subjects

who heard the unattend.ed homophones in the left ear were

more accurate in their recognition of presented homophones,

but rather that a response bias was operat.ing such that.

these subjects gave more positive identificat.ions. ft is
not cl-ear why this should have been the case. This is, in
fact, somewhat counter to what one may expect. That is,
unattended words presented to the right ear of right-handed

individuals would be registered in the left hemisphere,

which j-s, most. probably, the dominant. hemisphere for
language functioning for these individuals " Having been

presented t.o the right ear, one might expect that t.hese

unattended words would be better recal-Ied. In light of

these predicted findings, it seems likely that the effect of
Ear of Presentation on recall- of unattended homophones is
not a simple function of the lateralization of cortical
functions. Whether this occurred as a function of t.he more
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complex int.eractions of ipsilaterar and. contral-ateral
auditory pathways during díchotic listening is beyond the
scope of this study.

The current study suggests only general directions
which future research may fol-Iow to achieve more satisfying
resul-ts. The research base with regard to impricit memory

phenomena is still in its youth, and its parameters are

stil-1 being tested. Eich, s (1984) study, with other
investigations of memory for unattended or minimally

attended stimuli, is also far from explaining the memory

functions which appear to be occurring. Further research,

especially experiments which wish to combine research

streams, ilây profit from simprer designs than that currentry
employed, to build a base of replicable results r^¡hich in
turn foster a broader understanding of what appear to be

subtl-e and el-usive memory phenomena.
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Passage Presented During Dichotic Listening.
(From Winner, E., 1986. Where pelicans kiss seals.
Psychology Today, 20 (8) , 24-35.)

The story of how chil-dren learn to draw seems at first
grance to be a simple one: At a very earry age they begin
by scribbl-inq with any avaitable marker on any avail_able

surface. At first the childrenrs drawings are simple,

clumsy and unrealistic; gradually they become more

technically skilled and realistic.
But the development of drawing is not quite so simple and

straightforward. rn fact, the story turns out to be quite
complex. watch a 2-year-old scribbring. The chitd moves

the marker vigorously across the page, leavj_ng a tangled web

of circul-ar and zig zag Iines. rt l-ooks as if the marks

themselves are an accident - t.he unintend.ed. result of the
child's arm movements. But if you replace the child, s

marker with one that l-eaves no trace, t,he child wirr stop

scribbJ-ing. Even though very young chil-dren enjoy moving

their arms vigorousry, they are arso j-nterested in making

marks on a surface.

rf we do not watch a scribble in the making, but only see

the final product, it may look like a rneaningress tangle of
lines. And this is how scribbl-es have traditionarry been

viewed -- as nonsymbolic designs. But 1- and 2-year-ol_ds

are rapidry mastering the concept that word.s, objects and
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gestures stand for things. so why shoul-dn't they also grasp

that marks on a page can stand for things? some of the more

recent st.udies of children as they scribble suggest that
these earÌy scrawls are actually experiments in
representation although not purely pictoríal_

representat.ion .

Psychologist Denni-s woLf studÍed how the drawíng of nine

children developed from age 1 to i. He took detailed notes

on the process of scribblíng, and his investigations show us

that children have surprising representational- abilities
long before they spontaneously produce a recognizable form.

At first the representation is al-most entirely gestural,
not pictorial. wol-f observed a 2-year-ol-d who took the
marker and hopped it around on the pâ9êr leaving a mark with
each imprint and explaining as she drew, "Rabbit goes hop-

hop". This child was symborizing the rabbit's motion, not

its size, shape or col-our. The meaninq was carried.

primarily by the marker itself, which stood for the rabbit,
and by the process of marking. Someone who saw only the
dots l-eft on the page woul-d not see a rabbit. Nonetheress,

in the process of marki-ng, the child was representing a

rabbit.'s movements. Moreover, the dots themsetves stood for
t.he rabbit's footprints. Here in the chil-drs earl_lest

scribbles we already see glimmerings of the idea that marks

on a page can stand for things in the world.

Two-year-ol-ds rarely spontaneously create recognizable
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forms in their scribbles, but they have the latent abirity
to do so. when wol-f dictated to 2-year-olds a list of
features such as head, tummy, arms and legs, these chirdren
plotted the features systematicarry on the pâ9e¡ pracing
them in correct rel-ative positions. But they racked the
notion that a rine stands for the edge of an object and had

no way to represent part.s of features, since each feature
was either a point or a patch. The children crearly
understood, however, that marks on a surface can be used to
stand for features "out there", off the page, and that they
can be used to show the relative spatial locations of
feat.ures.

Typically at age 3, but sometimes as early as age 2,

children's spontaneous scribbles become explicitly
pictoriar. They often begin by making gestural scribbles
but then, noticing that they have drawn a recognizable
shape, laber and further elaborate it. For example, one 3-
year-old studied by ['Io1f, ]-ooked. at his scribble and called
it "a pelican kissing a seaL". He then went on to add eyes

and freckles so that. the drawing would look even more like a

pelícan and a seal.

sometimes children between 2 and 3 wilt use both gestural
and pictorial- modes at different t.imes. A 2-year-ord
studied by art educator .tohn Matthews drew a cross-like
shape and cal-led it "an airprane". one month later, this
same child moved his brush a1l- around in a rotat.ing motion
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while announcing, "this is an airplane". The label- was the

same but the process and products were different. In the

fírst case, the drawing was an airplane because it looked

like one. fn the second case, it was an airplane because

the marker moved like one, leaving a record of the

airplane's path.


